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The Paris Peace Forum is a French initiative launched in 2018 to create a
multi-actor platform in Paris to address global governance issues.
Throughout the year, the Forum works with actors from across the world -
including the global South - to strengthen the governance of global
commons, including on climate, public health, outer space and digital
issues.

Its annual event gathers heads of state, government and international
organizations, together with civil society and private sector leaders around
concrete solutions for better global governance.

Initiate: Digital Rights in Society enables the establishment of a global
multi-stakeholder process to address issues raised by algorithmic
governance. This effort engages governments and policymakers, civil
society organizations, and academic scientists and engineers from across
Europe, North America, and, crucially, the Global South.

The organization is working to chart possible pathways toward an
international digital rights framework, engaging civil society in determining
the trajectory of automated technologies and their application, as well as
helping to develop regulatory approaches that strengthen collective rights
everywhere in the world.

Initiate is a non-profit organization based in Cambridge, Massachusetts
incubated by the Paris Peace Forum and supported by a generous grant
from Luminate.
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¹ Acknowledging that the categories of South and North are not watertight, this paper argues for situating
geopolitical and geo-economic power within the history of post-colonial development.
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corporations based in the Global North
and the great powers, particularly the
United States (US) and the People’s
Republic of China, but also the European
Union (EU). This equity must be predicated
upon what we define as an ‘AI
constitutionalism’ that approaches AI and
big data as fundamental resources within
the modern economy akin to electricity
and water, essential components for
economic and social development in the
21st century.

Redirecting ongoing AI ethics discussions
toward a rights-based paradigm with
concrete principles for policy across
national

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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Artificial intelligence (AI) is transforming
the world faster than the world can
mitigate intensifying geopolitical divisions
and socio-economic disparities. As
technological change outpaces regulatory
policy, no common platform has yet
emerged to coordinate a variety of
governance approaches across multiple
national contexts. The concerns and
interests of the citizens and civil society of
the Global South – broadly, the post-
colonial nations of Latin America and the
Caribbean, Africa, the Middle East, South
and Central Asia, and the Asia-Pacific –
must be prioritised by policy makers to
reverse increasing fragmentation in the
governance of algorithmic platforms and
AI-powered systems worldwide. Particular
attention must be given to the varied ways
in which national governments and
transnational corporations deploy such
systems to monitor, manage, and
manipulate civic-public spaces across the
Global South.

The Global South represents a major
source of the human-generated data and,
indeed, the very raw materials upon which
complex computing networks and AI
systems rely. It therefore follows that the
societies of the Global South are entitled
to both equitable economic benefits and
meaningful protections from powerful
platforms and tools largely controlled by
corporations

www.parispeaceforum.org/en/ https://digitalrights.ai/
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national contexts offers the best prospect
for an international governance
framework that places the interests of
Global South on equal footing with those
of the great powers. Informed by
discussions within a 21-member expert
working group convened regularly by
Initiate: Digital Rights in Society and the
Paris Peace Forum through the second
half of 2021, this paper proposes that AI
constitutionalism and a rights-based
approach should guide the development
of high-level international protocols and
conventions that will set policymaking
standards for AI’s development and
deployment, worldwide.

Special protections must be developed,
whether at an international level or by
national governments, to safeguard civic-
public spaces across the Global South and
outline best practices for assessing the
potential impacts of AI-based services
before their deployment. More generally,
international norms and agreements must
be established to ensure the equitable
distribution of the benefits of AI-powered
platforms and algorithmic systems,
avoiding locking Southern countries into
loops of dependency. A ‘fair value
distribution’ regime between the Global
South and the rising AI powers must be
pursued and achieved.

PAGE |  7
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1 Democratic, multi-scalar, dialogue towards concrete
regulatory principles for AI governance, based on a vision
of human rights as integrated and indivisible.

2 A global database that tracks and monitors AI legislation
for human rights and development implications,
facilitating contextual policy making.

3 Measures by Global South countries for accountability of
transnational corporations in AI-based services.

4 Incentives to retain domestic AI talent in the Global
South and build local research and development
capabilities.

PAGE |  8
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RECOMMENDATIONS

To work toward a less fragmented AI policy landscape that incorporates the interests and
concerns of Global South countries, the working group recommends several key actions*,
including:

* See more information on the recommendations on page 22 of this report.
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I. AI GOVERNANCE AT A CROSSROADS:
FRAGMENTATION VS. COORDINATION
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Today’s emerging artificial intelligence (AI)
governance landscape is highly
fragmented.² Over 160 sets of artificial
intelligence ethics and governance
principles currently exist, but no common
platform brings these different initiatives
together (Report of the Secretary-General,
2020; Radu, 2021). Private sector and
governments have relatively even input in
these AI governance initiatives while civil
society organisations have less robust
representation (Ulnicane et al., 2021).
Further, there is an overwhelming
geographic disparity in norm-setting around
AI.³

Notably, most of these guidelines originate
from wealthy Organisation for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD)
nations while voices from the Global South
remain poorly represented (Haas et al.,
2020). Reviews of existing frameworks
suggest that equality and non-
discrimination, transparency, accountability,
safety, social well-being, privacy, human
dignity

² See https://oecd.ai repo.
³ See https://www.technologyreview.com/2020/09/14/1008323/ai-ethics-representation-artificial-
intelligence-opinion.
⁴ Such as the Cambridge Analytica scandal (2016) which lifted the lid off the risks of the algorithmified public
sphere for democracy; the exposés of Project Maven and Project Dragonfly (2018-19) that alerted the wider
public to the new military-industrial complex, and growing disquiet about algorithmic discrimination in
welfare systems and the UN Special Rapporteur, Philip Alston’s, investigation on the digital welfare state
(2019).

dignity, and autonomy constitute the
common core of normative concerns in the
global conversation on AI governance
(Fukuda-Parr et al., 2021).

While initial conversations on AI
governance mostly unfolded in silos, with
technologists focusing on solutionism in
“the machine learning model, the inputs,
and the outputs” (Aizenberg et al., 2020),
key recent events⁴ have paved the way for
an ethical turn in which not only
technologists, but also public policy actors,
civil society activists and Big Tech
corporations actively participated.
Unfortunately, in the absence of
enforceable standards and accountability
measures, the moral values embodied in
the human rights discourse too often end
up being deployed as mere rhetorical
devices within these guidelines (Fukuda-
Parr et al., 2021) – resulting in an open-
ended, anything-goes, ethical practice.

www.parispeaceforum.org/en/ https://digitalrights.ai/
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Fortunately, recent conceptual
explorations in AI governance reflect a
necessary techno-social interdisciplinarity,
albeit from a select few industrialised
contexts, connecting, for instance,
intelligent automation and the future of
work; algorithmic public sphere and
democratic life and citizens’ rights and the
digital welfare state (Gurumurthy et al.,
2019). Yet, without a corresponding
institutional arrangement for clear and
enforceable obligations and commitments
in the AI governance ecosystem, the policy
impacts of this ethical turn may well be
limited. A rights-based AI governance
paradigm⁵ with workable remedies for
consumers and citizens – especially,
vulnerable individuals and groups
implicated in AI systems across the world
– is thus an urgent imperative.

Rising socio-economic inequality and the
intensification of the labour-capital divide
in the structural transformation wrought
by the current hyper-capitalist AI
paradigm pose twin concerns for the
socio-economic rights of the majority the
world over (Acemoglu et al., 2020; Bughin
et al., 2019). Emerging evidence also
shows that the histories and geographies
of colonialism have structured the
international politico-economic order of
the AI age (Mohamed et al., 2020),
indelibly influencing the right to
development
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development for nations and peoples
across the Global South. In today’s AI
economy, most developing countries are
mere sources of the new raw material of
data, while also proving dependent on the
Global North for AI infrastructure and
services (Feijóo et al., 2020). Critically,
these countries are also sources of
physical raw materials that are used to
create and power AI systems. 

⁵ It is important to recognise the limitations of rights-based regimes in countries with weak institutional and
regulatory capacities. Rights-based perspective may also not be able to adequately deal with structural and
collective harms.

www.parispeaceforum.org/en/ https://digitalrights.ai/
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Critiques of algorithmic systems in the
context of the North-South problematic
have been varied, including: the
overwhelming ‘whiteness’ of algorithmic
decision systems (Cave et al., 2020);
intensification of global labour hierarchies
in the transnational data value chains that
power AI business models; and the export
of dubious, rights-violating AI product-
testing to countries with less robust
legislative frameworks are all
manifestations of an ‘algorithmic
coloniality’ (Mohamed et al., 2020),
representing the exploitation and
dispossession of the Global South in the
emerging AI-driven international order. A
rights-centred AI governance system must
therefore be particularly attentive to
socio-economic rights as they arise in the
international political economy of
development, straddling all generations of
human rights.

The compact between the state and the
market under global data capitalism is an
important political arena wherein
contestations for a just world order are
already emerging. This paper argues for
reclaiming the AI paradigm and shifting it
towards democratic and distributive
integrity, tracing common concerns as well
as identifying fault lines to which
progressive civil society in the Global
North and South must attend.

PAGE |  1 1
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AI is transforming the structures of
collective choice through which social
policy outcomes are generated in
contemporary democracy, refashioning
the state’s exercise of political power
(Risse, 2021). This transformation holds
the potential of concentrating ever greater
power in fewer hands. The automated
public sphere is a fount of disinformation,
hate speech, computational propaganda,
and information warfare. There is copious
evidence that user engagement-
maximising algorithms at the heart of the
social media business model are amplifying
highly polarising content and hate speech
(Dasgupta, 2021). Hate, xenophobia, and
incitement to violence on social media
platforms are on the rise. As the United
Nations (UN) Special Rapporteur on
Minority Issues observed in early 2021,
three-quarters or more of the victims of
online hate speech are members of
minority communities (Office of the
United Nations High Commissioner for
Human Rights, 2021). Online and sexist
hate has also snowballed to
unprecedented levels during the global
COVID-19 pandemic (Dehingia et al.,
2021).

Platform self-governance dependent on a
combination of human and AI moderation
has fared poorly with respect to ensuring
expedient

II. EROSION OF THE CIVIC-PUBLIC SPACE: 
WHY AI GOVERNANCE NEEDS A PARADIGM SHIFT
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expedient removal of harmful content
(Lyons, 2021). Jurisdictions throughout the
Global South are at additional risk in this
respect. The Facebook Files released by
Frances Haugen through the Wall Street
Journal in September 2021 suggest that
the company has failed to establish
effective terms and conditions of service,
revise existing business models, and invest
in the development of AI systems to filter
local language hate speech and
misinformation in developing countries,
even when internal teams have flagged
these as high-risk contents (Elliot et al.,
2021). Facebook, however, is by no means
unique among Global North corporations
facing scrutiny for algorithms and practices
seemingly harmful to Global South citizens
and civil society.

www.parispeaceforum.org/en/ https://digitalrights.ai/
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Social media manipulation and digital
surveillance tactics of governments and
political parties are also to blame for
undermining public discourse in digitally
mediated forums (Neudert et al., 2019). A
2019 research study by the Oxford
Internet Institute shows that politicians
and political parties had deployed cyber
propaganda, spreading manipulated media
to amass fake followers and garner voter
support in 45 democracies (Bradshaw et
al., 2019). Also consider the case of the
Israeli cyber-arms company NSO Group’s
Pegasus spyware deployed globally since
at least 2011 to perform surveillance upon
politicians, journalists, and activists, for a
variety of motivations and with a broad
range of harmful results (Marczak et al.
2018). Such cases reveal the broad
vulnerability of digital systems and should
inform how algorithms, generally, and AI
platforms, specifically, might be abused by
unchecked governments and nefarious
actors alike.

Further, the abuse of AI surveillance
technology is hardly confined to illiberal
states. Carnegie’s AI Global Surveillance
Index (2019) that mapped 176 countries
around the world found that 75 of the
countries surveyed, including 51 percent
of advanced democracies, were engaging
in AI surveillance practices. The study
showed that 56 countries had deployed
smart city/safe city platforms, while 64
had

PAGE |  1 3

had rolled out facial recognition systems,
and 52 had adopted smart policing
practices (Feldstein, 2019). The
deployment of facial recognition
technology without safeguards by law
enforcement agencies has emerged as a
major bone of contention not just in the
Global South – India (IFF, 2020), Uruguay
(Datysoc, 2020), Brazil (Network Rights
Coalition, 2019 & 2020), and South Africa
(Lekabe, 2021) – but equally, in the North
– the United States (US) (New America,
2021), the United Kingdom (UK) (Privacy
International, 2021), the European Union
(EU).⁶ Despite being a proponent of a
‘trustworthy human-rights based
approach’ to AI governance, the EU has a
wide berth for AI-based surveillance by
law enforcement agencies (Vincent, 2021). 

⁶ See https://panoptic.in/central/FRT-000025; https://reclaimyourface.eu. 
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The US and the EU are guilty of what
China is frequently criticised in
international policy discourse – exporting
AI surveillance technology that could
threaten civic and political freedoms in
other countries (Greco, 2021). A 2020
Privacy International study found that the
EU has been directing aid funds to build
mass-scale, high-risk biometric identity
systems across the African continent to
manage migration flows, without any data
protection and human rights impact
assessments (Privacy International, 2020).
Foreign influence operations on social
media are another threat, with social
media companies having detected the
presence of cyber troops engaged in such
practices in at least seven countries:
China, India, Iran, Pakistan, Russia, Saudi
Arabia, and Venezuela (Bradshaw et al.,
2019).
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2019). The deployment of troll-farms and
bots makes such propaganda warfare
harder to trace and address (Barsotti,
2018).

Another emerging concern in both the
Global North and South, as noted in the
2019 report of the UN Special Rapporteur
on Poverty and Human Rights, is the
algorithmification of the welfare state
(Secretary-General, 2019). The algorithmic
ranking and sorting of citizens to
determine eligibility to access benefits is
being rolled out without consideration for
citizen rights: an upgrade of the Victorian
poorhouse for the digital age,
automatically sorting impoverished
citizens into those ‘deserving’ and
‘undeserving’ of state largesse (Eubanks,
2018). Additionally, the need to create and
maintain one or multiple online identities
to access digital-by-default services adds a
layer of long-term vulnerability (Kira et al.
forthcoming). Citizens in the Global South
are additionally disadvantaged as their
governments’ AI systems are frequently
imported from the Global North and
deployed without regard for contextual
factors (Secretary-General, 2019).⁷

The lack of a global agreement on social
media governance has largely enabled the
corporations that own the platforms to
operate with impunity, particularly across
the Global South. The Christchurch Call
(Christchurch

⁷ There are a few exceptions, such as India's domestic use and exportation of Aadhaar to other countries.

www.parispeaceforum.org/en/ https://digitalrights.ai/
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(Christchurch Call, 2019) on how online
content should be moderated is perhaps
the closest statement to any global
consensus on the issue. However, the
Christchurch Call is still not a multilateral
agreement, lacking legally binding
obligations for digital companies (Pandey,
2020). A manipulated and weaponised
cyberspace can erode substantive
democracy, obscuring the collusion of the
state and the market in the brazen
disregard of human rights and the rule of
law. A stalemate on an international
covenant on cybersecurity (Clarke, 2021)
also means that political sovereignty and
national security interests are threatened
in an international order where
clandestine AI-enabled information
warfare by foreign states is becoming the
norm (Ördén et al., 2021). The adoption of
AI in national welfare systems without
appropriate tests for necessity,
proportionality and legality may herald a
crisis for citizenship rights with no
recourse or remedy in international human
rights benchmarks.

The status quo signals the inadequacy of
current institutional frameworks to protect
and nurture the democratic content of
society through appropriate political
mediation of the meaning, use and limits
of AI. The immediate task for AI
governance thus centres on restoring the
democratic integrity of the social order in
the current conjuncture.
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III. JUSTICE IN THE AI ECONOMY:
FAIR VALUE DISTRIBUTION & IMPLICATIONS
FOR DEVELOPMENT
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AI is to our digital epoch what electricity
was to the industrial revolution: a
paradigm-shifting, general-purpose
technology whose diffusion brings an
exponential increase in productivity. Such
increase derives from the augmentation of
fixed capital and human capabilities in the
production process, labour substitution,
and product and service innovation
(Bughin et al., 2018; Zuboff 2018). AI is
estimated to add anywhere between USD
13 trillion and USD 15.7 trillion to global
economic output by 2030 (Rao & Verweij,
2017). As the United Nations Conference
on Trade and Development’s (UNCTAD)
2021 Digital Economy Report observes,
business models revolving around AI
cannot exist without control over the data
that feeds such models (UNCTAD, 2021).
The generation of “intelligence premium”
(Gurumurthy et al., 2019) is predicated on
the 

the ceaseless capture of social data.⁸ This
explains why the first-mover digital
platforms from the US and China that
control huge data enclosures are also
leading investments and research in AI.⁹

If global AI adoption continues along the
same trajectory, it might widen
performance gaps, not just at the firm level
and the individual worker level, but also
the country level. Front-runner AI
companies are likely to benefit
disproportionately and may double their
returns by 2030 while companies that
delay adoption will be left far behind
(Bughin et al., 2018). Similarly, at the
worker level, demand for jobs and wages
may grow for a few knowledge workers
with digital and cognitive skills and with
expertise in tasks that are hard to
automate, but will shrink for the majority
performing 

www.parispeaceforum.org/en/

⁸ Mass digitisation, which expanded with the Internet in the 1990s and escalated with data centres in the
2000s, has made available vast resources of data. A regime of knowledge extraction – built on Big Data –
gradually employed efficient algorithms to extract ‘intelligence’ by capturing these open sources of data,
mainly for the purpose of predicting consumer behaviour and selling ads. The knowledge economy has
morphed into a novel form of capitalism in which unilateral control over data-based intelligence is the source
of profit.
⁹ As UNCTAD (2021) observes, between 2016–2021, there were 308 merger and acquisition (M&A) deals
worth $28.4 billion in the AI start-ups segment. The top five companies in the world, by number of acquired
AI start-ups in the same period, were the Big Tech companies from the United States, followed by Baidu
(sixth) and Tencent (eighth) from China. Apple led this ranking, followed by Google and Microsoft.
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performing repetitive and low digital skill
jobs (Acemoglu et al., 2020). The US and
China dominate the entire global AI
economy: the two countries account for
over 94 percent of all funding of AI start-
ups in the past five years, 70 percent of
the world’s top AI researchers (UNCTAD,
2021) and 90 percent of the market
capitalisation value of the world’s 70
largest digital platform companies that
control a significant proportion of cross-
border data flows on the Internet
(UNCTAD, 2019). American and Chinese
participants are also better represented in
the industry bodies that develop
standards, creating long-term dependency
on basic technical protocols for the whole
world.

With big data drawn from the Internet of
Things becoming crucial, the EU, South
Korea, and Japan, with their strong
manufacturing base, associated computing
power, and human resource capabilities,
stand a very good chance of catching up
(UNCTAD, 2021). The winners may well
dominate the coming decades geo-
economically and geo-politically (Feijóo, et
al., 2020).

The acquisition of effective domestic AI
capabilities depends upon three factors:
big data, computing power, and the work
of prominent AI researchers and
engineers. Unfortunately, developing
countries, disadvantaged both by the
adverse terms of their integration into the
Internet 
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Internet economy of user-generated data
flows and limited industrial capacity to
shift to smart manufacturing, are at high
risk of being relegated in perpetuity to the
low value parts of the AI economy. As
currently configured, the AI race threatens
to leave sub-Saharan Africa and most
developing countries behind (UNCTAD,
2021), with an unprecedented
concentration of wealth in the hands of a
few companies in China and the United
States. The competitive advantage in their
‘cheap labour’ that developing countries
historically enjoyed may thus be rendered
completely irrelevant (Lee, 2018).

www.parispeaceforum.org/en/ https://digitalrights.ai/
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On a fine-grained level, the consolidation
of data ownership in the hands of big
technology multinationals feeds into local
inequalities in countries of the Global
South where they operate. This
asymmetry in data ownership represents a
barrier to entry for smaller homegrown
start-ups and feeds into market
concentration in contexts where local
legislative infrastructure is weak and laws
on competition and data protection, if
present, are still nascent (Rizk, 2019). This
exacerbates inequality and results in
further exclusion for the less fortunate in
countries of the Global South. 
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The lack of a globally accepted economic
resource governance regime for data aids
economic concentration and deepening of
inequalities in the AI paradigm.¹⁰ The rules
for cross border data flows in the global
economy are determined by a few
powerful countries whose corporations
enclose data from far and wide as trade
secrets (James, 2021), asserting de facto
ownership rights over these holdings (Fia,
2021). In this intelligence economy,
countries and communities of the Global
South lacking in data processing and AI
capabilities face a dangerous and
untenable paradox. Not only must they
relinquish any claims to their own data
now locked up in AI systems of
transnational capital, but they also have no
means to legitimately derive a fair share of
benefits generated therein. This results in
gross economic unfairness in the global
digital economy. Algorithmic coloniality is
thus naturalised (Gurumurthy & Chami,
2021).

¹⁰ That said, there may be other rights-based regimes we need to establish before we start institutionalising
a regime for data as an economic resource.
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IV. AI CONSTITUTIONALISM:
ADVANCING COOPERATION IN GOVERNING
THE DATA ECONOMY
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The governance deficit that marks the AI
paradigm today has produced a crisis of
democratic and distributive integrity. It
cannot be mended without a holistic vision
that puts people and the planet at the
centre, something that is not without
precedent. Evolving this AI governance
roadmap requires that we eschew both
techno-pessimism and techno-
fundamentalism. Blanket bans and knee-
jerk reactions to AI may not be the
solution (Schwartz & Sheard, 2021; Paz,
2021) and disproportionate attention to a
hypothetical technological singularity
(Lacker, 2021) can distract from the crucial
narrative of power in the AI governance
debate. At the same time, a business-as-
usual optimism will not be sustainable.

What we have seen with the steady
erosion of the civic-public space in AI-
mediated sociality and the unjust order of
the AI-enabled economy is inimical to a
peaceful and just future. As the UN
Special Rapporteur on Freedom of
Expression (2018) has highlighted, the
universal

universal human rights framework can
provide a robust starting point for evolving
an effective AI governance approach. The
needed shift, however, cannot just be a
nominal rearticulation of global
constitutionalism for the AI age. A global
AI constitutionalism¹¹ must carry the
aspirations of multiple communities,
privileging a future society where
manipulation, loss of autonomy,
exploitation and injustice have no place. It
must be based on a rebalanced
multilateralism for a renewed intelligence
paradigm that sets a high standard for
state obligations towards freedoms.

www.parispeaceforum.org/en/

¹¹ By ‘global AI constitutionalism’ we refer to a yet-to-be formulated set of universal principles that can serve
as a reference point for AI regulatory policy and legislation across national contexts. In this context, the
UNCTAD Digital Economy Report (2021) underscores the need for a new global governance framework for
data flows that will determine “who has access to data, under which conditions and for which use”
(UNCTAD, 2021).
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Humanity faces an emergency in the
abuse of AI by unaccountable power – the
weaponisation of dual use AI technologies,
attacks on the sovereignty of state parties,
and an unchecked aggrandisement of
corporate power, particularly within the
Global South. States must urgently
embrace their duty to protect the rights of
their citizens and uphold their
extraterritorial obligations towards the
human rights of all peoples. Beyond this,
however, what is at stake is more than a
state commitment. It is a willingness to act
now to set the right foundations, build
consensus on a framework for upholding
rights in the age of AI – with adjustments
in place to fill the gaps in international
human rights law– and develop capacity to
implement remedies.

Committing to a global AI
constitutionalism is not the same as calling
for a universal formula to address bias,
discrimination, and inequality in the design
of AI systems. A meaningful interpretation
of the moral values that human rights
represent in different contexts still needs
to be adopted. For instance, privacy
concerns emerge in unique ways across
the Global South stemming from complex
and situated notions straddling autonomy
over personal information, the realities of
shared use of digital artefacts, and
communal identity (Ahmed et al., 2017).
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favourable to the Global South. By
highlighting the convergences and
divergences that mark the political field in
the AI governance debate, we aim to draw
attention to elements of a new agenda for
progressive actors in civil society –
activists, scholars, technologists –
grounded in the notion of ‘AI for fair
value’.

The objective of this paper is to identify
the normative directions and core
principles needed to address the policy
fragmentation in the AI governance
paradigm and ground a South-centric
vision for the future. The specific nuts and
bolts of such an international regime can
only be worked out through dialogue and
debate – which, as the Tunis Agenda for
the Information Society has outlined –
needs to be based on enhanced
cooperation among governments, in
consultation with all stakeholders (WSIS
Executive Secretariat, 2006). That said, the
working group recommends several key
actions that incorporate the interests and
concerns of Global South countries, as
discussed below.

CONCLUSION

PAGE |  2 1

With AI’s decisive role in determining
pathways to economic prosperity and
development, and an evident and growing
AI divide, particularly in the wake of the
Covid-19 pandemic, there is an urgent
need to redefine the AI governance
debate. There has been much discussion
on the ‘AI divide’ between the Global
North and South. The appeals for
appropriate application of AI for social
transformation and the achievement of
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs),
thus hinges on the prospect of tackling
global inequality in the AI paradigm. 

We argue that a global governance
framework for AI cannot sidestep the
political economy of data and AI’s
emerging role in the world economic
order. ‘AI for good’ should be about
distributing the gains of the AI paradigm
equitably to encourage locally embedded
development innovations, not merely the
unidirectional sharing of knowledge and
innovation from the Global North to the
South. In the context of international
development, the ownership and
distribution of AI-powered technologies
and relevant data must not be allowed to
generate loops of dependency between
Southern countries and the now dominant
powers in the space: China, the US, and, to
some degree, the EU. The terms of AI’s
distribution and benefits must be
favourable
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¹² See https://oecd.ai/en/ 

      Democratic, multi-scalar, dialogue for international AI governance

Regulatory principles for AI governance need to be based on a vision of human rights as
integrated and indivisible, furthering democratic and distributive integrity. This calls for a
multi-scalar dialogic process that leads up to a concrete consensus at the highest
international level, prioritising the needs and interests of the people at the edges of the
politico-economic order, especially from the Global South. Such a dialogue – while being
led by governments – needs to be consultative, and engage various stakeholders from
global to local levels, including the private sector, technical community, traditional
development constituencies, and digital rights groups.

      A global database that tracks and monitors AI legislation
 

A global database of proposed and implemented AI legislation, acting as something of a
first alert system for tracking best practices and regulatory blind spots from across the
world, can facilitate an ongoing assessment of human rights and development
implications of AI policies. The OECD’s Artificial Intelligence Policy Observatory offers a
vital and laudable start to that end.¹² Still, in order to inform policy processes in a range
of different contexts, and build civil society capacities for AI audits, a more dedicated
Global South focus would be necessary.

      National measures for corporate accountability in AI-based services

Global South countries should make ex-ante social impact assessment reports
compulsory for AI-based services offered by transnational corporations. Source code
disclosure to appropriate authorities may also be needed in compliance with domestic
laws to protect human rights and prevent market abuse.

      Incentives to retain domestic AI talent in the Global South

Incentives to prevent the exodus of early career AI scientists and engineers to Northern
countries is critical for developing countries to leapfrog into the AI paradigm. Structural
measures that ensure global tech companies invest in domestic research and
development facilities in the South are important to build local AI capabilities and
contribute to diversity in AI development ecosystems.

https://digitalrights.ai/

Working Group recommendations for a less fragmented AI
policy landscape, incorporating Global South perspectives:

1.

2.

3.

4.
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What is especially needed is a clear and
unanimous rejection of anti-citizen abuses
of AI technologies, algorithmic systems,
and software. The prospect of AI being
harnessed to infringe upon citizens’ rights
and democratic public discourse presents
a real threat. Particularly in the context of
outcomes for Global South countries,
these critical cybersecurity issues
involving AI must be addressed at the
highest level, with the goal of codifying
protections through conventions,
protocols, and other binding processes via
existing intergovernmental organisations
and international agencies, such as the
UN. 

Ungoverned, AI carries the risk of
exacerbating socio-economic inequality,
eroding civil rights, and undermining peace
and economic development around the
world. When developed, monitored, and
applied in cooperative ways that
correspond with widely-held standards of
human rights, AI holds the potential to
stimulate sustainable economic growth
and reduce inequalities, promoting a
durable peace for the whole world – South
and North.
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